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Abstract
Public debt in developing economies rose at a fast clip
during 2020–21, at least partly due to the onset of the
global Covid-19 pandemic. Nobel laureate Paul Krugman
opined in early 2021 that “fighting covid is like fighting
a war.” This paper argues that the Covid-19 pandemic
shares many traits with natural disasters, except for the
global nature of the pandemic shock. This paper empirically
examines trends in debt and economic growth around the
onset of three types of calamities, namely natural disasters,
armed conflicts, and external-debt distress in developing
countries. The estimations provide quantitative estimates
of differences in growth and debt trends in economies suffering episodes of calamities relative to the trends observed

in economies not experiencing calamities. The paper finds
that debt and growth evolve quite differently depending on
the type of calamity. The evidence indicates that public debt
and output growth tend to rise faster after natural disasters
than in the counterfactual scenario without disasters, thus
illustrating how debt-financed fiscal expansions can help
economic reconstruction. The findings are different for
episodes of debt distress defined as periods of debt restructuring, however. Economies experiencing debt distress are
associated with growth trends that are on average below the
growth rates of unaffected economies prior to and after the
beginning of an episode of debt restructuring.
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1. Introduction
“Fighting Covid Is Like Fighting a War.” Paul Krugman, New York Times, February 7, 2021.

The Covid-19 pandemic is still ravaging the world. If fighting the health and economic impacts of the
pandemic is like fighting a war, as argued by Krugman, what does this imply for the accumulation of
sovereign debt in developing countries? Governments are in fact accumulating debt to make up for lost
revenues and respond to the pandemic with social protection and public health programs. As a result, the
global average general government debt rose from 84 percent of GDP in 2019 to 99 percent in 2020. In
emerging market economies, average general government debt rose from 52 of GDP in 2019 to 64 percent
in 2020 (IMF, 2021).
While rising debt might be less risky for advanced countries, developing countries face tensions between
the short-run gains and the potential long-run costs of debt-financed public spending. On the one hand,
public debt can alleviate short-run financial constraints, allowing governments to increase or maintain
public consumption and investment. On the other hand, there are costs associated with public debt
accumulation. The costs tend to be smaller for the developed world, as they face lower borrowing costs.
Advanced countries are also less “debt intolerant,” a term coined by Reinhart and coauthors (2003), so
they can continue to borrow at relatively higher public debt levels. Developing countries face relatively
high borrowing costs. If the payoff in terms of GDP (or fiscal multiplier) of fiscal spending is not sufficiently
high, the borrowing will add to future debt burden.
Therefore, this pandemic calamity raises an important empirical issue: how do public debt and growth
evolve during calamities in developing economies? Yet, despite the issue’s importance, the literature is
scant and incomplete at best. This paper is an effort to fill the gap. It examines how debt and economic
growth evolve before, during, and after the onset of three types of calamities, namely natural disasters,
conflicts, and external debt distress, in developing countries. At the time of writing, we could not find any
published work documenting the trends in growth and debt around episodes of calamities.
The evidence reported herein indicates that central government debt (or “public debt” for brevity) tends
to rise to finance economic recovery during and after large natural disasters in developing countries.
During the three years following a large natural disaster, growth in public debt is significantly higher than
in countries that did not experience a disaster – the counterfactual scenario. Real GDP growth collapses
2

in the year of a natural disaster but after that picks up faster than growth in no-disaster countries. This
finding provides an important empirical regularity that public debt does accumulate after disasters and is
likely to do so after this pandemic, possibly to support economic recovery.
In contrast, the evolution of debt and growth is different around armed conflicts. Public debt increases
after the onset of armed conflicts. Still, economic growth does not pick up after the onset of war, which
suggests that government spending during conflicts might not be used to support economic growth.
Finally, the paper finds that highly indebted developing countries experience lower growth before the
onset of debt distress episodes. Debt distress episodes are defined in this paper as those with external
debt restructurings. 2 Debt restructuring is a process wherein a country experiencing financial distress and
liquidity problems refinances its existing external debt obligations to gain more flexibility in the short term
and make its debt load more manageable overall. There are two types of debt restructurings—preemptive
and post-default. In preemptive restructurings, a country decides to restructure its external debt before
it misses any payments. In a post-default restructuring, a country is forced to enter into debt negotiations
because it has missed payments (that is, defaulted). The evidence reported here shows that both types of
restructurings are costly in terms of output growth, but preemptive restructurings are less costly than
defaults. Before they restructure, debtor countries experience slower growth than countries that do not
restructure. This empirical finding applies to both preemptive and post-default restructurings. However,
after the first year of restructuring, growth starts to recover for preemptive restructurings but remains
depressed for post-default restructurings. This finding is consistent with a (more descriptive) finding in
Asonuma and Trebesch (2016). In addition, debt growth is significantly lower in both preemptive and postdefault restructurings compared to the countries that did not restructure. The findings suggest that if a
country must engage in debt restructurings, it might be better to do so pre-emptively.
Our paper is relevant to the Covid-19 literature because the paper examines and differentiates the
evolution of debt and growth around three types of calamities. First, the Covid-19 pandemic shares many
traits with large natural disasters in fundamental ways relevant to understanding analytically how public
debt and economic growth interact. Both pandemics and natural disasters are rare and unexpected
occurrences at least with respect to their timing, and neither is directly caused by economic policies. Both
result in economic contractions because people cannot work and conduct normal economic activity due
to physical destruction or safety concerns. Krugman (2021) was perhaps the first to use the disaster and
war metaphor to discuss the economics of the pandemic. In fact, pandemics and epidemics were included
2

This paper uses debt distress and debt restructurings interchangeably.
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in natural disaster databases (such as the International Disaster Database (EM-DAT) that we use in this
paper). The Covid-19 pandemic was also declared by the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) as a disaster on March 13, 2020 (FEMA, 2020). Therefore, examining debt and output growth
around natural disasters can help policy makers and economists understand how debt-financed fiscal
expenditures help the recovery from the pandemic. The evidence reported here indicates that public debt
and output growth tend to rise faster after natural disasters than in economies without disasters, thus
illustrating how debt-financed fiscal expansions can help economic reconstruction in the aftermath of
disasters.
Certainly, some aspects of the pandemic differ from a natural disaster. A natural disaster is generally local,
whereas a pandemic is global. Certain types of natural disasters, such as earthquakes, are more shortlived, while the pandemic’s duration is more uncertain. New variants make the pandemic longer than
anticipated, even in countries with high vaccination rates. Nevertheless, the differences do not weaken
the similarities of the pandemic and a natural disaster for the purpose of analyzing growth and debt
dynamics. Both pandemics and natural disasters can have detrimental effects on growth during the
emergency state, depress both supply and demand, and require substantial resources to mitigate the
negative consequences for economic activity during and immediately after the episode.
Second, our paper also helps shed light on how debt and growth change around debt distress episodes,
which many countries will inevitably enter after the pandemic, given large debt accumulation. We find
that pre-emptive debt restructurings are less economically costly than post-default restructurings, which
offers empirical evidence consistent with the idea that pre-emptive restructurings of public debt are
plausibly superior to waiting until default is inevitable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of related literature. Section
3 presents that data and the econometric model specifications. Section 4 contains the results, and Section
5 concludes.

2. Related Literature
In recognition of the importance of and challenges posed by calamities, a recent volume of the IMF
Economic Review published papers on the pandemic and extreme events. The main gist of the edited
volume is aptly summarized by Boz and Tesar (2022) in an article titled “Living in the Extreme: Economics
of Pandemics, Climate Change and Tail Risks.” The collection of papers included in this edited volume
comes closest in subject matter to this paper, with the lecture by Reinhart (2022), “From Health Crisis to
4

Financial Distress,” being the closest relative of this paper. Yet, the existing literature offers incomplete
evidence at best about the evolution of debt and growth around calamities. Gatti et al. (2021) provide a
brief discussion about the evolution in a broad policy discussion on public debt in the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA). Fomby et al. (2013) analyze the growth aftermath of natural disasters, but the
authors did not discuss the role of public debt.
The literature on the detrimental effects of armed conflicts on output is rich and quite consistent. Collier
(1999) distinguishes four common routes by which armed conflicts can hurt the economy. Conflicts
destroy physical and human capital, disrupt internal social dynamics, cause countries to divert public funds
from activities that enhance output, contribute to dissaving, which leads to economic deterioration. The
magnitude of the impact of conflict on output is also estimated by economic literature. Collier finds that
the annual growth rate during civil wars is 2.2 percentage points lower if the war never happened. Growth
during the five years that follow a one-year conflict is about 2.1 percentage points lower than what would
have occurred had the war never happened. Armed conflict can also generate significant collateral
damage to the output of neighboring economies. These negative spillover effects tend to amplify as the
intensity of conflict increases (Murdoch and Sandler, 2002 and 2004).
Nevertheless, the literature on the relationship between armed conflict and public debt is thin. Lederman
and Rojas (2018) study the evolution of fiscal expenditure, public debt, and inflation around the onset of
armed conflicts, but the authors did not examine output growth. The authors found that public debt in
conflict-afflicted economies tends to be higher than in non-conflict economies before the onset of
conflicts, begins to rise further before the conflict begins, and stays high afterwards. Their findings are
consistent with our findings that public debt rises after the onset of armed conflicts.
The literature about growth around debt distress episodes is rich, especially the literature on sovereign
defaults. For example, Borensztein and Panizza (2009) found that the output costs of sovereign defaults
are high. Moreover, defaulting on debt can cause long-run damage to financial systems (Reinhart et al.,
2003). More recently, Asonuma and Trebesch (2016) distinguish between pre-emptive versus post-default
restructurings and show that pre-emptive restructurings see lower output losses than post-defaults.
Nevertheless, the authors only provide descriptive statistics to support this argument.
At the time of writing, this paper is the first to showcase econometric evidence regarding the evolution of
public debt and growth around episodes of calamities, aiming to understand how debt and growth
interact. It employs a difference-in-difference econometric framework with country- and year-fixed
effects. The difference-in-difference framework yields descriptive empirics comparing growth and debt
5

trends between the countries experiencing calamities and those that do not. The data and the empirical
framework are described further in the next section.

3. Data and Empirical Model Specifications
3.1 Data
Four main sets of data are used for this paper.
a. Data on natural disasters
Data for natural disasters are from the International Disaster Database (EM-DAT). The pool of natural
disasters included in EM-DAT fulfills at least one of the following outcomes in the country affected: 10 or
more people dead, or 100 or more people affected, a declaration of a state of emergency, or a call for
international assistance. Between 1900 and 2020, the world has had 15,563 natural disasters, of which
1,492 were epidemics, making them the fourth most common natural disaster (see Figure 1). 3
Figure 1: Natural Disasters 1900-2020.
Ext. temp. Wildfire Others
2%
4%
3%
Drought
5%
Landslide
5%

Flood
34%

Epidemic
9%

Earthquake
10%

Storm
28%

Note: Authors’ calculations based on EM-DAT database

According to the EM-DAT database, from the 691 catastrophes registered for the Middle East and North Africa
region between 1900 and 2020, the most common natural disasters are floods (323 episodes, 46.7 percent of the
total), earthquakes (167 episodes, 24.2 percent), storms (72 episodes, 10.4 percent), and epidemics (39 episodes,
5.6 percent).
3
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Since the interest is in analyzing macroeconomic trends in developing countries, all developed countries
(identified by the World Bank’s Historical Income Classification in 1987) are excluded from the analysis. If
a country was created after 1987, its classification is based on the income classification of the year of its
creation.
Not all disasters generate damages large enough to change the macroeconomic dynamics. Therefore, to
filter events with large macroeconomic effects, our econometric analysis focuses on natural disasters that
generated damages equivalent to at least 1 percent of the country’s GDP that year (based on the total
estimated damages reported by EM-DAT 4). The final sample covers 282 severe natural disasters between
1960 and 2019 in 86 developing countries. They include floods, earthquakes, droughts, storms, landslides,
volcanic activity, extreme temperature, and wildfire.
b. Data on armed conflicts
This paper uses the UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict data set (version 20.1) that covers conflicts between 1963
to 2019. Given that the main goal is to study the relationship between growth and debt around the start
of conflicts in general, all extra-systemic, interstate, internal, and internationalized internal armed
conflicts affecting developing countries reported by the database are included in the estimation samples.
Conflicts between two or more states are assigned to the developing countries involved in such conflicts.
A conflict is defined as “a contested incompatibility that concerns government and/or territory where the
use of armed force between two parties, of which at least one is the government of a state, results in at
least 25 battle-related deaths in a calendar year.” The sample covers 107 armed conflicts between 1963
and 2019 in 61 developing countries.
c. Data on debt restructurings
Data on debt restructurings are based on Asonuma and Trebesch (2016), which provide information on
the occurrence and duration of 204 restructurings globally between 1978 and 2019, 197 of which have
been completed. The cases are further differentiated into two categories: preemptive restructurings and
post-default restructurings. In preemptive restructurings, governments renegotiate with lenders while
they are still current on their loan payments. In post-default restructurings, governments unilaterally
default and then renegotiate their debt. Among the 197 finished restructurings, 81 were preemptive, and
116 were post-default. Many countries have multiple restructurings. All countries in the data set are

4
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developing countries (defined by the World Bank’s Historical Income Classification in 1987). Among 74
countries that had completed restructurings, five are from the MENA region.
d. Growth and Debt Data
Data for output growth are annual growth in real GDP from the World Bank’s World Development
Indicators from 1960 until 2019. Data for public debt are Central Government Debt from the IMF’s Global
Debt Database (GDD), which is the most comprehensive database of public debt from 1960 to 2019. Data
for external debt are from the IMF’s World Economic Outlook (October 2020) between 1980 until 2019.

3.2 Empirical Model Specifications
This paper applies the difference-in-difference framework with country- and year-fixed effects to
investigate the evolution of debt and growth around episodes of calamities. This method estimates the
association of a treatment (the onset of a calamity, such as a natural disaster, an armed conflict, or a debt
restructuring episode) to an outcome (GDP growth and public debt accumulation). The framework
compares the average change of these variables for the treatment group (economies affected by a
calamity) with the average change for the control group (non-affected economies).
The econometric model specification that aims to identify these potential effects is the following
difference-in-difference estimator:
𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐0 + µ𝑐𝑐 + µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 + 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 + 𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 (1)

The subscripts c and t denote countries and years, respectively. 𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 represents the macroeconomic

variable of interest (GDP growth, annual percent; debt growth, annual percent). The inclusion of country
fixed effects (µ𝑐𝑐 ) along with time fixed effects (µ𝑡𝑡 ) implies that we will be comparing within-country

macroeconomic trends of affected and non-affected economies during each year in the sample.

𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 is a dummy variable that identifies the nth year from the onset (year 0) of a calamity. The subscript n
denotes the duration of each episode covering seven years around the onset of a calamity. Therefore, n

ranges from -3 to +3. For example, 𝑛𝑛 = −3 implies 3 years before the onset of the calamity (be it a natural
disaster, conflict or debt distress). 𝑐𝑐0 represents the constant term, and 𝜖𝜖𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 is the error term. 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛 are the

coefficients of interest to be estimated, which we allow to vary over the course of calamity episodes.
Again, n ranges from -3 to +3. This setup implies that we are tracing pre-calamity trends and post-onset
trends, which allows for inferences about whether the differential trends if any, predate the onset of a
calamity. Additional controls in the regression include 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐,𝑡𝑡 which is a control for the number of
8

calamities during the previous six years, in case calamities are overlapping. Robust standard errors are
clustered at the country level. 5
Again, it is useful to note that the estimated coefficients 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 do not represent the causal effects of

calamities on public debt and output growth. Some calamities, such as debt restructurings or conflicts,
might not be exogenous. They can arise from the poor performance of the economy and national
institutional characteristics. The estimated coefficients 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 only capture the differential dynamics of public

debt and output growth around the onset of calamities between the treatment group (economies
affected by calamities) and the control group (non-affected economies). Hence, it might be prudent to
interpret them as associations.

4. Results
This section examines the dynamics of growth and public debt around natural disasters, armed conflicts,
and debt restructurings.

Output and Public Debt Growth around Natural Disasters
First, we present the dynamics of public debt and economic growth around large natural disasters
(generating damages of at least 1 percent of their GDP) relative to the contemporaneous control group of
non-affected countries for public debt and GDP growth. Table 1 shows the effects between three years
before and three years after the year of natural disasters.
GDP growth is higher post-disaster in developing countries affected by large natural disasters than in
countries that did not experience them (column [1] of Table 1). In the year of the disaster (𝐷𝐷0 ), GDP

growth in affected economies is significantly lower than the control group (1.3 percentage points lower).

But GDP growth is 0.9 and 0.8 percentage points higher in the first and second years after the onset of a
large natural disaster in affected counties relative to non-affected countries. In sum, although large
natural disasters cause a strong economic contraction in the year they occur, GDP tends to bounce back
the three years following the event, reaching a rate of output growth almost one percentage point higher
than in non-affected economies.

It is noteworthy that a widely used indicator of a country’s debt burden is the ratio of public debt divided by GDP.
Our general model specification allows inferences with respect to the evolution of this ratio by comparing the
relevant coefficient estimates of the models for growth of GDP and growth of public debt.

5
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Table 1: Output and Public Debt Growth around Large Natural Disasters
VARIABLES
𝐷𝐷−3
𝐷𝐷−2
𝐷𝐷−1

𝐷𝐷0 (Onset year)
𝐷𝐷+1
𝐷𝐷+2
𝐷𝐷+3

Natural disasters intensity control
Constant
Year fixed effects
Country fixed effects
Observations
R-squared
Number of developing countries

growth in real GDP (%)
[1]
0.345
[0.406]
-0.467
[0.321]
0.060
[0.382]
-1.266***
[0.299]
0.895***
[0.338]
0.834***
[0.306]
0.381
[0.319]
-0.289**
[0.143]
5.887***
[0.735]

growth in public debt (%)
[2]
1.236
[1.495]
1.121
[1.515]
0.017
[1.262]
1.697
[1.403]
3.624***
[1.336]
2.334*
[1.281]
3.141**
[1.406]
-0.277
[0.580]
6.725***
[2.310]

yes
yes
5,166
0.057
142

yes
yes
5,221
0.067
142

Note: The table displays real GDP growth and central government debt growth before, during, and after severe
natural disasters relative to the baseline of no severe disasters. Severe natural disasters are those that generate
damages equivalent to at least 1 percent of GDP. The final sample covers 282 severe natural disasters between
1960 and 2019 in 86 developing countries. The disasters include floods, earthquakes, droughts, storms, landslides,
volcanic activities, extreme temperatures, and wildfires. The econometric framework follows a difference-indifference approach, with country and year fixed effects. 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 captures the differential effects n year from the
disaster. Natural disasters intensity control refers to the number of large natural disasters in the previous six years.
Robust standard errors in brackets are clustered at the country level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Public debt growth significantly increases more in developing countries affected by large natural disasters
than in countries that did not experience such natural disasters (column [2] of Table 2). For example, from
the first year to the third year after the onset of a natural disaster, public debt growth in affected
economies is 2.3 to 3.6 percentage points higher than in unaffected economies. This finding provides an
important empirical regularity that public debt does accumulate after disasters and is likely to do so after
this pandemic, possibly to support economic recovery.
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Figure 2: Output and Public Debt Growth around Large Natural Disasters
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Panel B: Public Debt Growth around Large Natural Disasters
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Onset
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Timeline around a large natural disaster, years
** Statistically significant, 10% level

2

3

Note: The figure displays real GDP growth and central government debt growth before, during, and after severe
natural disasters relative to the baseline of no severe disasters, corresponding to Table 1. Severe natural disasters
generate damages equivalent to at least 1 percent of GDP. The disasters include floods, earthquakes, droughts,
storms, landslides, volcanic activities, extreme temperatures, and wildfires. The econometric framework follows a
difference-in-difference approach, with country and year fixed effects. Bars show 90% confidence interval. **
indicates statistical significance at 10% level.
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Figure 2 provides a visual illustration for Table 1. It shows the coefficients for the estimated mean
differences in public debt growth and output growth between countries affected by a natural disaster,
corresponding to Table 1. The bars show a 90 percent confidence interval. The double asterisks highlight
the coefficient estimates that are statistically significant at the 10 percent level.

Output and Public Debt Growth around Armed Conflicts
Econometric results suggest that growth did not significantly increase after a conflict’s onset. Column [1]
of Table 2 shows that at the onset of conflict (year 0), economic growth is significantly lower in conflict
economies compared to non-conflict economies (2 percentage points lower). Nevertheless, three years
after the start of conflicts, growth did not significantly pick up compared to non-conflict economies. If
anything, economies with conflicts continued to see relative contraction for at least three years after
conflicts, ranging from 0.3 to 1.1 percentage points lower than non-conflict economies. The contraction
is statistically significant at 𝐷𝐷+2 .

On the other hand, growth in public debt is significantly higher for conflict economies than non-conflict
economies three years after the onset of conflict (column [2] of Table 2). The difference is 8.6 to 13
percentage points and rises over time. These findings suggest that developing economies experiencing
conflicts probably finance the increasing government expenditures by relying on public debt, particularly
after the conflict starts. However, the finance did not help growth, perhaps because the finance is devoted
to activities related to conflicts. Figure 3 provides a visual illustration for Table 2. It shows the coefficients
for the estimated mean differences in public debt growth and output growth between countries affected
by armed conflicts, corresponding to Table 2.

12

Table 2: Output and Public Debt Growth around the Onset of Armed Conflicts
VARIABLES
𝐷𝐷−3
𝐷𝐷−2
𝐷𝐷−1

𝐷𝐷0 (Onset year)
𝐷𝐷+1
𝐷𝐷+2
𝐷𝐷+3

Constant
Year fixed effects
Country fixed effects
Observations
R-squared
Number of developing countries

growth in real GDP (%)
[1]
-0.524
[0.530]
0.111
[0.367]
-0.165
[0.333]
-2.002**
[0.854]
-0.315
[1.325]
-1.119*
[0.574]
-1.000
[0.728]
5.346***
[0.847]

growth in public debt (%)
[2]
1.396
[2.202]
0.559
[2.655]
1.495
[2.855]
2.876
[2.924]
8.656*
[4.403]
11.119**
[4.305]
12.965**
[5.011]
22.550***
[4.641]

yes
yes
4,927
0.056
141

yes
yes
4,927
0.181
141

Note: This table presents real GDP growth and central government debt growth in conflict countries relative to
non-conflict economies before, during, and after armed conflicts. The sample covers 107 armed conflicts between
1963 and 2019 in 61 developing countries. 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛 captures the differential effects n year from the onset of armed
conflicts. The econometric framework follows a difference-in-difference approach, with country and year fixed
effects. Robust standard errors in brackets are clustered at the country level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Figure 3: Output and Public Debt Growth around the Onset of Armed Conflicts
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Note: The figure displays the evolution of real GDP growth and central government debt growth in conflict
countries relative to non-conflict economies before, during, and after armed conflicts, corresponding to Table 2.
t=0 indicates the onset of armed conflicts. The econometric framework follows a difference-in-difference
approach, with country and year fixed effects. Bars show 90% confidence interval. ** indicates statistical
significance at 10% confidence interval.
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Output and External Debt Growth around Debt Restructurings

Next, we analyze the growth dynamics in output and external debt around debt distress episodes. Table
3 shows the relative dynamics of external debt and output growth in developing countries with debt
restructurings compared to countries without them. Economic growth for developing countries with debt
distress is already lower than for developing countries with no debt distress before restructuring episodes.
One year before the start of the restructurings (𝐷𝐷−1), output growth is 2.3 percentage points lower, and

the difference is statistically significant (see column [1]). After the start of a debt restructuring, growth for
these countries continues to be significantly lower than countries without debt restructurings until three
years after the onset of the restructuring. For example, one year after the start of restructurings (𝐷𝐷+1),

output growth of developing countries with debt restructurings is 2.6 percentage points lower than
developing countries with no debt restructurings. The findings suggest a large output cost of debt distress.
Results in column [2] suggest that external debt growth is slower as the restructuring starts (compared to
countries with no debt restructuring). At 𝐷𝐷+1 and 𝐷𝐷+2 , external debt growth in developing economies
with debt restructurings is 14 to 26 percentage points lower than that in developing countries with no

debt restructurings. The differences are statistically significant. This finding could reflect the exclusion of
restructuring countries from international debt markets and/or the reduction in debt granted by creditors
during the restructuring negotiations.
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Table 3. Output and External Debt Growth around the Onset of Debt Restructurings

𝐷𝐷−3
𝐷𝐷−2
𝐷𝐷−1

𝐷𝐷0 (Onset year)
𝐷𝐷+1
𝐷𝐷+2
𝐷𝐷+3

Constant

Growth in real GDP
[1]
-1.456
[1.285]
-0.695
[1.302]
-2.319*
[1.260]
-2.68
[2.211]
-2.598**
[1.276]
-1.719
[1.153]
0.335
[1.086]
2.770**
[1.198]

Growth in external debt
[2]
4.761
[13.243]
15.756
[18.857]
-14.864
[13.077]
14.152
[27.785]
-14.065
[9.348]
-25.947**
[11.844]
-0.174
[12.488]
53.374*
[28.462]

yes
yes
yes
5,483
0.143
157

yes
yes
yes
5,066
0.148
150

Restructuring-events intensity control
Year fixed effects
Country fixed effects
Observations
R-squared
Number of countries

Note: The table displays real GDP growth and external debt growth before, during, and after debt restructurings
relative to the baseline of no debt restructurings. The econometric framework follows a difference-in-difference
approach, with country and year fixed effects. 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 captures the differential effects n year from the restructuring. To
control for overlapping events, we have added frequency indicators in all regressions. For each of the seven years
on the timeline, there are three different counts: (1) how many windows of three years before a restructuring
overlap with that specific year; (2) how many events start on the same year; and (3) how many windows of three
years after a restructuring overlap with that specific year. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Figure 4 visually illustrates output growth (Panel A) and external debt growth (Panel B) around the onset
of a debt restructuring episode (corresponding to Table 3). After the start of a debt restructuring, growth
for these countries continues to be significantly lower than for countries without debt restructurings. In
addition, external debt growth is slower as the restructuring starts (compared to countries with no debt
restructuring).
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Figure 4: Output and External Debt Growth around the Onset of Debt Restructurings
Panel A: Real GDP Growth around the Onset of a Debt Restructuring
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Panel B: External Debt Growth around the Onset of a Debt Restructuring
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Note: This figure displays real GDP growth and external debt growth before, during, and after the onset of debt
restructurings, relative to the baseline of no debt restructurings. The econometric framework difference-indifference approach; t=0: onset of a restructuring. t=-3,-2,-1 indicate the years before restructurings; t=1,2,3
indicate the years after a restructuring starts. Bars show 90% confidence interval.
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Table 4. Comparing Pre-emptive with Post-default Restructurings

VARIABLES

Pre-emptive-3
Pre-emptive-2
Pre-emptive -1
Pre-emptive 0 (Onset year)
Pre-emptive +1
Pre-emptive +2
Pre-emptive +3
Post-default-3
Post-default-2
Post-default-1
Post-default0 (Onset year)
Post-default+1
Post-default+2
Post-default+3
Constant

growth in real GDP
[1]
-1.37
[1.264]
-1.406
[1.238]
-2.657*
[1.369]
-2.053
[2.143]
-1.518
[1.314]
-0.675
[1.142]
0.447
[1.152]
-1.773
[1.425]
-0.901
[1.447]
-2.237*
[1.309]
-2.936
[2.257]
-2.953**
[1.328]
-2.179*
[1.238]
0.188
[1.148]
2.828**
[1.189]

growth in external debt
[2]
8.624
[15.940]
16.673
[18.588]
-16.646
[14.998]
7.658
[22.053]
-17.756
[10.841]
-26.402*
[15.654]
-3.45
[13.493]
-0.438
[12.408]
16.554
[19.741]
-15.249
[12.514]
12.979
[29.416]
-15.292
[10.617]
-27.400**
[12.408]
2.361
[13.085]
54.994**
[27.878]

Restructuring-events intensity control
yes
yes
Year fixed effects
yes
yes
Country fixed effects
yes
yes
Observations
5,483
5,015
R-squared
0.144
0.148
Number of countries
157
150
Note: The table displays real GDP growth and external debt growth before, during, and after preemptive or postdefault debt restructurings, relative to the baseline of no debt restructurings. The econometric framework follows
a difference-in-difference approach, with country and year fixed effects. Pre-emptiven captures the differential
effects n year from the preemptive restructurings, and Post-defaultn captures the differential effects n year from
the post-default restructurings. We have added frequency indicators in all regressions to control for overlapping
events. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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While both forms of restructurings are costly, preemptive restructurings appear to be less so on average.
The corresponding results are reported in Table 4. Recall that there are two types of debt restructurings—
preemptive and post-default. In preemptive restructurings, a country decides to restructure its external
debt before it misses any payments. In a post-default restructuring, a country is forced to enter debt
negotiations because it has missed payments (that is, defaulted). An important result not previously
reported in the existing literature is that growth in affected economies relative to unaffected economies
by post-default episodes during years t+1 through t+3 are negative, large in magnitude, and statistically
different from zero, whereas the estimates for growth under episodes of pre-emptive debt restructurings
are also negative, but not statistically different from zero at conventional levels, and most importantly the
magnitudes are smaller (in absolute value) for the corresponding episode years.
Figure 5 shows the differences between the two types of debt distress episodes. Panel A shows that before
debtor countries restructure, regardless of the type of restructurings, they experience slower growth than
countries that do not restructure. However, after the first year of restructuring, growth starts to recover
for countries with preemptive restructurings but remains depressed for countries with post-default
restructurings. Column [1] of Table 4 shows that one and two years after restructurings, output growth of
developing countries with pre-emptive restructurings is 1.5 and 0.6 percentage points lower than output
growth of developing countries without restructurings. Nevertheless, the differences are not statistically
significant. At the same time, one and two years after restructurings, the output growth of developing
countries with post-default restructurings is 2.9 and 2.1 percentage points lower than the output growth
of developing countries without restructurings. The differences are statistically significant. The finding
obtained from a difference-in-difference framework is consistent with Asonuma and Trebesch’s (2016)
more descriptive findings.
Panel B of Figure 5 shows little difference in external debt growth between the two types of restructurings.
This finding, combined with differential growth effects between pre-emptive and post-defaults
restructurings, suggests that if countries have to enter debt negotiation, it might be better to do so
preemptively. This is because it brings smaller output costs and has similar effects on debt growth
compared to countries that restructure after they default.
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Figure 5: Comparing Pre-emptive with Post-default Restructurings
Panel A: Output Growth
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Note: The figure displays real GDP growth and external debt growth before, during, and after preemptive or postdefault debt restructurings relative to the baseline of no debt restructurings. The econometric framework follows a
difference-in-difference approach. t=0: onset of a restructuring. t=-3,-2,-1 indicate the years before restructurings;
t=1,2,3 indicate the years after a restructuring starts.
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5. Conclusions
This paper is the first effort to systematically explore how growth and debt evolve around the onset of
three important types of calamities: natural disasters, armed conflicts, and episodes of debt distress.
Moreover, the paper is relevant for the Covid-19 pandemic, as developing economies accumulated public
debt during 2020-21 to cope with the pandemic.
The paper finds that debt and growth evolve quite differently depending on the type of calamity facing
an economy. This finding carries important implications for economic management during the Covid-19
pandemic because one needs to identify which type of calamities the pandemic is most similar to and
which of the similarities are policy-relevant.
Our paper argues that the Covid-19 pandemic shares many traits with large natural disasters. Both
pandemics and natural disasters are rare and largely unexpected shocks, and they are not directly caused
by economic policies. Both result in economic contractions because people cannot work and conduct
normal economic activity (due to physical destruction or safety concerns). Therefore, examining public
debt and output growth around natural disasters can help understand how debt-financed fiscal
expenditures can help the recovery from the pandemic. The evidence indicates that public debt and
output growth tend to rise faster after natural disasters than in economies without disasters, thus
illustrating how debt-financed fiscal expansions can help economic reconstruction. Simply put, fighting
Covid-19 is like fighting the consequences of natural disasters, not wars, at least in developing countries.
The story might be different for high-income economies.
In contrast, episodes of debt distress characterized by the initiation of negotiations over debt
restructuring are different in that economies entering such episodes tend to grow slower than countries
that do not suffer debt distress prior to the episode. Furthermore, episodes of pre-emptive debt
restructuring are associated with higher growth relative to counterfactual than episodes of forced
restructuring. This paper is the first to report the heterogeneity of relative trends across countries for
these calamities.
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